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B SOR!T

Agency properly excluded the protester's proposal from the
competitive range where the protester did not provide required
information under two of the eolicitation's four evaluation
factors.

DRUIxN

TLC Systems protests the rejection of its proposal under
request for proposals (RFP) No. DARF23-90-R-0318, issued by
the Department of the Army, Fort Campbell, Kentucky, for a
fire alarm reporting system. TLC contends that its proposal
was improperly excluded from the competitive range.

We deny the protest.

The,41PP was issued on July 19, 1990, to obtain a radio-
computer type fire alarm reporting system for the fire
department; at Fort Campbeill-,eincluding necessary' equipment,
tools, materials, and personnel to furnish, install, :and test
a commercially available system. The REP'provided that award
would;be made to the resp6orsibleofferor whose offer'was most
advantageous to the governm'ent, cost or price and other
factors considered. In descending order of importance, the
RFP listed the following factors for determining the most
advantageous offer: (1) Technical; (2) Comprehension of
Requirements; (3! Management; and (4) Price. The Technical
factor was accorded the greatest weight under the RFP's
evaluation scheme; this factor was slightly more important
than the other factors, which were of equal value.



Orn September 20, the Army received six proposals, including a
proposal from TLC. After evaluatinig proposals, the Army
included three of the ptoposals in the competitive range,
TLC's proposal was eliminated as tecnnically unacceptable
because it failed to adequately address the "Comprejjension of
R~equirements" ancl "Management" evaluation factrors and this
fh'tlure could not be corrected without a major rewrite of
TLC's proposal. 0tt January 28, 1991, the Army notified 'TLC
that it had been eliminated from the competitive range. TLC
filed this protest on March 8, after the agency denied TLC's
agency-level protest.

TLC essentially argues that the 'Army' a action in excluding its
proposal from the competitive range, withouC providing TLC
with the opportunity for discussions, violated the Competition
in Contracting Act of 1984, and reflected bias on the Army'.
patt. \TLC allege. that mince it's equipment met the RFP
upeicifications and has been installed in other military
facilities, the Army lacked specific knowledge of its
equi pment. and this was the reason its proposal was rejected.
TLC also argues that certain ambiguous provisions in the FPP
contributed to the manner in which it responded to the 
evaluation factors leading to the rejection of its pxopooail.

In re~iewinig protests-of~iallegedly, improper evaiuaticns, we
will riot reevaluat'te roposals, but instead will examine the
record',~t64e~terminew'hesthi~r the evaluators' "Judgments were
reamortable and in~accord.'with the~'isted criteria. see
Interd#to± OuLt~d.,SInc., 8-239490.3, De.c\<4, 199-7- 90-2
CPD 1 The51 evlaio fpropdsala and the resai'ting
determination asto whether a propdfal is in tf~e c6ijetitive
raay ,isl wi~iin ~the discre 'tion oftthe contractihg agency,
since cit 15 \respdrnsiblo for defining its needs and for
decidingv on the b'est method of accommodating these needs.

smithBr~qnt\\,A'ss'ocs.t,, 13240317, Nov. ~9, 1990, 90-2 CPD I 382.
Proposals iiV lechnically unacceptable as submitted and
would require mijor''revisions to become acceptable are not
riquired to be, included in the competitive range. See
Interceptor otbuiS Ltd.. Inc., H-239490.3, supra.

Here,#.the Array _found 'that TLCa pr4oumoaldid not~adequately
addres the\,~"Cdupreheniibh of Requirements" and "Mana gont
evaluation I!octors becausTe the propoadl did not contain the
miniad. inforimation& ~vhi~kithe RFP requested under these
factor.. uziaer "Coi'irehension of the Requirements," the FPP
advised offeror. to'discu)su in detail in their proposals
specific information' relating to the "Scope of Work, Quality
Control, Staffing, Training, and Personnel Certification.'
Under the "Management" facitor, of ferors were required to
discuss specific aspects of management control, the measures
to be taken to ensure accurate connection wiring diagrams and
control diagrams of the system and warranty.
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TLC's kroposal under "Comprehension of Requirements" and
"Management" only contained several terse blanket statements
of compliance, rather than the required detailed information.
For example, under the "Scope of Wor'" subfactor, TLC only
stated ,that thesprojebt would be completed as per the
specifications and that it would provide the n66essary
personnel, and did not address the specific information
requested for this subfactor.v TLC repeated this pattern of
either not providing the specifically requested information or
doing so in a very general manner in response to all subfac-
tors of these two major evaluation factors. Since the RFP's
criteria specifically requested' thz3 information and TLC
failed to provide the information in it. proposal, we find
that the Army reasonably determined that TLC's proposal was
technically unacceptable and that it could onLy be made
acceptable if major revisions were made, and excluded it from
the competitive range. see Data Controls/North Inc.,
B-233628.4, Apr. 5, 1989, 89-1 CPD 1 354.

TLC argues that certain provisions contained elsewhere in the
RFP were ambigu6uu, and misled it to believe that the
information requested under these evaluation factors could be
furnished after the award. In this regard, TLC references the
standard admonition against submitting unnecessarily elaborate
proposals and several specifications requiring the contractor
to make submittals after the award of the contract. However,
none of these provisions can be read to obviate the clearly
expressed requirements to submit specified information with
the proposal./

Further, TLC argues that the Army should have afforded it
discussions, particularly since it had proposed the lowest
price. While a technically acceptable offer may not be

2 For the "Scope of Work" subfactor, offerors were requested
to provide a detailed description of the delivery/work
scheduling, transition plans to ensure minimal downtime of
existing system and methods of testing proposed. None of
these items were expressly addressed.

| To the extent that TLC is now objecting to these portions
of the RFP, this aspect of its protest is untimely. Our Bid
Protest Regulations require protests based upon alleged
improprieties in an RFP which are apparent prior to the
closing date for receipt of initial proposals to be filed
prior to that date. 4 C.F.R. § 21.2(a) (1991).
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eliminated without considering price, a technically unaccept-
able offer can be excluded from the competitive range
irrespective of its lower offered price, See American
Technical & Analytical Servs., Inc., B-240144, Oct. 26, 1990,
90-2 CPD $ 337, Moreover, an agency need not conduct
discussions with a technically unacceptable offeror. Id.

Finally, there is no evidence that substantiates the
protester's allegation of bias in the evaluation. TLC has
produced no evidence to support this contention and we will
not attribute bias in the evaluation of proposals on the basis
of inference or supposition, See Smith Bright Assocs,
B-240317, supra, The record establishes TLC's proposal was
rejected not because of bias but rather due to its failure to
provide required information,

The protest is denied.

i 1 ames F. Hinchmanr General Counsel
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